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LaSalle Celebrates Local Artists
The Town of LaSalle has partnered with St. Thomas of Villanova High School to
present "Evolante" an art exhibition featuring works by students taking part in the arts
program. The celebration of arts, including music, food and children's activities will be
held on Tuesday, May 15, 2018 from 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm at the LaSalle Civic
Centre (5950 Malden Road).
 
"The visual arts students of St. Thomas of Villanova are honoured to be invited to
showcase their diverse talents.  When we were approached by the Town regarding
the possibility of a show, the students' immediate responses were of positivity and
enthusiasm, particularly when they were informed that the new town hall would be the
venue for the event.  We have been working tirelessly organizing work, coming up with
logos and mission statements and formulating plans to transform the beautiful new
space into a gallery," said Lisa Bastien, Visual Arts Teacher and Department Head
for the Villanova Arts Program.

Some of the grade 12 students in the art program have been involved in the planning
of the event. Luke Schwemler, chose the name Evolante, and Sabrina Manitoban and
Isabella Scott created the logo. The artist statement, written by Colin Rivait captures
the essence of how the students feel about their experiences with art.
 
"We are proud to partner with St. Thomas of Villanova to showcase our local youth
artists. One of Council's Strategic Initiatives is to develop cultural activities. This is a
perfect opportunity to bring art into the community and share the talents of some of the
local students," said Julie Columbus, Director of the Culture and Recreation
Department.
 
All are welcome to join us for an evening to celebrate local youth artists. In addition to
the art exhibition, the Town of LaSalle and the LaSalle Branch of the Essex County
Library will offer activities for children. There will also be music, food and
refreshments. The event is free to attend.
 
Artist Statement
A tidal shift, crashing upon the shores; shaping a place in history.  An evolution,
moving forward the legacy of the unceasing tides.  Evolante is an attempt to push
boundaries, achieve, and build legacies.  It is meant as a view into the psyche of our
class, and in turn, our artistic visions.  Evolante is the capstone of our classes'
experiences together over the past four years.  Evolante is our addition to the human
condition, may it shape its place on the shores of time.
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For further information contact: 



Julie Columbus
Director of Culture and Recreation,
Town of LaSalle 
519-969-7770, ext. 1239
jcolumbus@lasalle.ca
   
 

Lisa Bastien
Visual Arts Teacher and Arts Department
Head,
St. Thomas of Villanova High School
519-736-7598 
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Corporate Communication and
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